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[ReDsKiNs80 Rip].Fossil fuel power: Germany, France set to get nuclear reactors Germany and France are preparing to build a total of 18 nuclear reactors around the country. Despite

opposition, the two countries are expected to ratify the agreements. The decision is being backed by Germany’s head of state, Frank-Walter Steinmeier, who has also stated that he will
build a nuclear plant in his own house, according to his own account, as the French nuclear plant leader, Alain Auffray, has said that the heads of state have promised to build in nuclear

power. The German government is already in negotiations with nuclear power companies and the German economy ministry says that it will support and fund the construction of any of the
current plans, according to German daily, Deutche Welle. Tractebel, a European pipeline company which is building ten gas and two electricity plants will be the main beneficiary from the
project with 85% of the money from the nuclear power plants going to the company.Q: Streaming data from R to python using pycassa and riak I have a python program for data analysis
which runs on the cloud and takes data from other program running in R. I want to write data to riak so that it can be accessed from the R program. I am new to Riak, but currently using
pycassa. I can write data to Riak and can run small python programs that simply output a string to print it to screen, however, I don't know how to make pycassa write data to riak. I don't

have my python program defined in pycassa yet, but I will like to know if it is possible to write data to Riak directly from R using a pycassa object? Thanks in advance. A: The short answer is
no - you will need to call CASSANDRA_INIT() before you can write to Riak using the PyCassa library, and you will need to retrieve the Cassandra CQL object and write directly to it if you are

trying to write back to the store from R. The example code here should show
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